
 

 

 
9-11th November 2022 

Dundee, Scotland* 

Sustaining Art: People, Practice, Planet in Contemporary Art Conservation is an in-person 
international conference, partially streamed online, that seeks to address sustainability in its 
widest sense in relation to contemporary art conservation. In partnership with DJCAD University 
of Dundee, and in affiliation with SBMK and INCCA, it will be a forum to challenge assumptions, 
examine practices, and pursue equity and sustainability in conservation networks of care. 

At the heart of the UN’s call for ‘peace and prosperity for people and the planet, now and into 
the future’ is a collective understanding and working towards the fulfilment of the UN’s 17 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) (https://sdgs.un.org/goals). These goals seek to address 
global and local inequalities of health, wealth, education, economies, and sanitation, while 
working to preserve our oceans and forests. They acknowledge the interrelated web of people, 
practice, and planet: mutually dependent and subject to each other's vulnerabilities.  

Conservation is a practice and profession that operates as such an ecology. It involves people and 
their relationships in the acts of creation, presentation, and preservation; their artistic, curatorial, 
preservationist, and archival practices; and how these affect and are affected by the Planet. This 
conference asks questions of the sustainability of these various strands of that conservation web 
in relation to contemporary art, and seeks to make visible overlooked practices and assumptions 
by welcoming open and transdisciplinary conversations. This may involve highlighting issues and 
concerns, oversights and misunderstandings, as well as achievements and innovative practices, in 
order to find generative ways forward. 

The conference itself seeks to operate as a sustainable practice – with the partnership and 
collaboration of local communities and organisations, legacy planning and stewardship – as well 
as offering an alternative model for the sharing of knowledges and experiences. 

To this end, we are inviting proposals for contributions that can take various forms across the 3 
days: 

Day 1 – People 

The first day of the conference will be shaped around the experiences and perspectives of 
individuals and organisations within the network of conservation, artists, and fabricators as a 
practice of care. Through experience pieces, research papers, and creative offerings, questions 
will be asked of existing networks and expectations of those concerned with the care and 
preservation of contemporary art, as well as proposals for expanded practices and collaborations 
prompting greater inclusivity and breadth of voices in decision-making and documentation 
processes. Particularly relevant to these considerations will be the immaterial knowledge of 
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practitioners; artists, fabricators, technicians, conservators, art handlers, AV experts, electricians, 
participants etc. Areas for discussion on Day One will include (but are not limited to):  

● How can we nurture networks of care in sustaining contemporary art?  

● How are immaterial practices and embodied knowledges of artists, technicians, 

conservators, art handlers, assistants, participants, performers etc. acknowledged and 

documented/ preserved beyond the moment of performance?  

● How are the often-opposing needs/values of preventive and interventive practices to be 

balanced and what role can transdisciplinary collaboration play in this?  

● How can the value of working with artists, technicians, and fabricators be amplified and 

supported in/by conservation: imagination, innovation, and participation?  

● Who are the care-givers of contemporary art outside the institution (e.g. murals, graffiti 

art, environmental art, social practice art, activist art, NFT collections?)?  

● How can conservation engage in advocacy and empowerment of communities as 

stakeholders in the decision-making, documentation processes, and care strategies for 

‘their public art’? 

Day 2 - Practice 
Workshops: ‘On the 17 SDGs and Me’ – Sustaining practices in contemporary art conservation  

Day Two of the conference will be structured around workshops dedicated to the practice of 
sustainability and welcomes all practitioners invested in the creation and care of contemporary 
art. Creative Carbon Scotland (CCS) will introduce the essential role of our arts and culture in 
contributing to the transformational change to a more environmentally sustainable society, 
sharing learning and best practice examples from its work in Scotland and internationally. We 
invite proposals for workshops and discussion groups that respond to the prompts of the UN’s 
SDGs, considering the interconnectedness and impact of our individual and global communities 
and practices. The results of these discussions may lead to the generation of ‘good practice’ 
guidelines towards sustainable care of contemporary art. 

Day 3 – Planet 
Day Three will bring the generative expressions and discussions of the first two days to the wider 
perspective of contemporary art conservation’s relationship to the Planet. As with Day One, 
there will be research papers alongside ‘experience’ and ‘creative’ pieces that ask questions 
about conservation’s ethical responsibilities to the Planet and its global communities:  

● How can the process and product of documentation be more sustainable? Are 

installation/iteration reports, documentation, or production dossiers ‘solutions’ to scarce 

storage space, resource-draining environmental controls, and unsustainable materials?  

● What are the misconceptions about digital storage and digital artworks? What are the 

hidden carbon footprints that need to be addressed?  

● What is conservation’s ethical responsibility to the ‘art object’ in the Anthropocene, given 

that even immaterial works may have a sizable carbon footprint?  

● What if artists choose to use endangered or unsustainable source material; could that 

exclude those artworks from exhibition, acquisition, or treatment?  

● How are we to navigate cultural, social, and economic structures, processes and output of 

‘obsolescence,’ ‘single-use,’ and ‘disposability’? (e.g. the impact of health-and-safety on 
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single-use materials and practices; copyright requirements of exhibition copy disposal; 

touring exhibitions; discontinuation of industrial materials and obsolescence of 

technologies; considering the sustainability of allowing artworks to ‘die’; action towards 

more equitable and ethical supply chains). 

To submit a proposal for contribution 

We encourage contributions from anyone involved in any aspect of producing, exhibiting, 
collecting, conserving, researching, or sustaining contemporary art. Please use the online form to 
submit your proposal. Below is information to help you prepare your submission: 

1. Decide which day/theme to which you would like to contribute (i.e. Day 1, People; Day 2, 

Practice; Day 3, Planet). 

2. Decide which format you would like to use: 

i. experience piece (7 minutes) – short testimonies of projects and experiences in 

contemporary art and its care that reflect the ethos of sustainability; 

ii. short film (5 minutes) – these could be creative thought pieces, the opportunity to 

present projects/ideas in situ, a medium to explore reflections on sustaining 

contemporary art; 

iii. research paper (15 minutes) – a more conventional offering but should still fulfil the 

call to creative thinking about sustaining contemporary art in relation to the ethos of 

the UN’s SDGs;  

iv. alternative suggestions – we are also open to further suggestions for relevant 
media/format of contribution. Please contact Sustainingart2022@dundee.ac.uk if you 
would like to discuss this with a member of the organising team prior to submission; 

v. workshop proposal (up to 1.5 hours duration) – workshops will take place in the 

afternoon of Day 2 and should facilitate discussion around one or more of the UN’s 

SDGs and their relation to the practice of caring for contemporary art. 

3. For options i-iv: please write an abstract of 250 words (MAX), clearly stating which 

day/theme you are addressing and your chosen form of contribution (e.g. experience 

piece, short film, research paper…). 

4. For option v: please write an outline of your proposed workshop, stating the intended 

theme, duration (not to exceed 1.5 hours), min/max number of participants, and any 

facilitation requirements you might need. Outlines should not exceed ONE A4 page.  

5. Please include a short biography of each contributing author (50 words MAX).  

Please use the online form to submit your contribution before Tuesday 29th March 2022. 

We look forward to receiving your submissions! 

 

This conference is an affiliated SBMK and INCCA project in partnership with DJCAD University of 
Dundee and Dundee & Angus Convention Bureau. 
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